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GREENWOOD  CHRISTIAN  ACADEMY

By SaraKate Wells 
      Dare I say, finals week is
coming up, and fast. I know I
know, it’s the most dreaded
week of the year. Finals week is
full of stress, studying, stress-
studying, and lots of tests. Now,

don’t fret young ones, I come
bearing several helpful tips on
how to survive finals week. If you
follow these tips and tricks
down to a T, I can guarantee you
will ace every single final, you’ll
graduate with a 4.0 gpa, and
you’ll have clear skin.  

      First and foremost, always
chea- I mean, uh, use your
resources. Yes! Resources are
such a valuable form of surviving
finals. My favorite resource to use
is the entire textbook, but
printed very small on a single
8x11 sheet of paper.  
 

      A second way to survive finals
is to always have snacks. Snacks
are a key and essential part of
finals week. My favorite snacks to
have during finals are Cheez-It’s
and waffles that I make from my
waffle-maker specifically 28
minutes into the final. 
      Another way is to… oh
goodness I don’t feel so good.

Bam see what I did there?

Pretend you’re sick and it’ll get
you out of all your finals! Just
throw out a little cough here and
there, maybe a few sneezes and
you’re on your way... home that is. 
      All in all, it’s probably best to
not use these tips and just stick
with studying. That’s usually how I
do my best on my finals. If you
study hard enough you might,
just might, get a B.  
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By: Morgan Haynes 
      Hope: it has been an essential element in
the boy’s and girl’s season thus far. At the time
of writing this article, the Varsity girls are 4-4
and the Varsity boys are 2-3. Both of the teams
have big goals for this season, however, and
their rough starts are not going to stop them.  

Katie Potter, a starting forward for the girl’s
varsity team, said, “We have played some
tougher teams and we are trying to figure some
things out.” With no seniors and only 3 juniors,
this team is very young and still has a lot to
learn. Potter is determined, however, that their
youth is not going to hold them back. “I think
that once we get going, we are going to be very
good.” Katie also appreciates the team’s way of
encouraging others. “Everyone is really nice and
encouraging. I love the atmosphere that it has
created. We can go out [on the court] and just
have fun.” Having an uplifting team helps the
players to move forward and work to win the
next games and eventually Sectionals. “Look out
Sectionals. Here we come!”  

      One of the boys’ varsity starters, Champ
McCorkle, has optimism for his team as well.
“There is still hope that we will be good,” he
stated, and the boys have used that to come
back from their three game losing streak. Trey
Spears, a starting senior, also added to that: “We
do better when we play as a team.” That is
something that they have worked on for a while
now and have been beginning to finally grasp.  

Champ McCorkle added a great illustration to
emphasize this drive for unity: “Pat Booher
came in last year and said that selfishness and
individualism will be cancerous to our team. We
didn’t really do anything about it last year and
most the guys on our team are finally realizing
there is only one way we’re gonna be able to
win. He talked about how when we played only
for ourselves we stood together as five separate
fingers. He used a styrofoam box to represent a
wall that our team must break through in order
to win games in the state tournament. His hand
wasn’t able to break through the box when the
his fingers were separated, there just wasn’t
enough power. This represented our team when
we played selfishly. But when we ‘put our
fingers together and punched’ the other team,

we had much more power because all the
fingers came together to form a fist and break
through that wall. The fist represents our
individual players (the five fingers) all coming
together as a team to complete a goal.”  
Hopefully, the Varsity Cougars will be able  

to “punch” through the rest of their season  

and bring home that State Championship! 

HOPE AND HUSTLE: A

WINTER BASKETBALL

REVIEW

By Savvanah Frye 

This perfect treat will turn your winter
around. Enjoy the chocolatey goodness
this Christmas while watching the white
snow fall. My mother made this for my
siblings and me during last winter break
and we all loved it. I’m hoping it can bring
the same joy to your family. 

 

Ingredients:  
+White Almond Bark or a white chocolate
of your choice (half package) 

+Mint Oreos or another cookies and cream
alternative (half package) 

+White Peppermint M&M’s 
+Red and green sprinkles 
 

Lay down parchment paper in a
microwavable pan.  I used a pan sized 11 x
7 x 2. Any size pan can be used. Add
Almond Bark on top of parchment paper.
Melt in microwave for one minute. Stir.
Microwave another 30 seconds until all of
the chocolate is melted. Spread it with a
spatula. Add crumbled Oreos to melted
chocolate, saving some of the mixture to
sprinkle on top. Mix the Oreos into the
chocolate and then spread flat again.

Sprinkle more crumbled Oreos over the
top for color. Then sprinkle peppermint
M&M’s on top of Oreos followed by red and
green sprinkles. Put the pan into the
refrigerator until the bark hardens. Ours
was hardened in minutes. Pull out wax
paper and break bark into rugged pieces.
Place on a plate and serve.  

 

RECIPE: REINDEER

PEPPERMINT

CRUNCH
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By Brent Wilkerson 

      Mr. Kramer is a second year high school
science teacher. He teaches zoology,

integrated chemistry and physics, and
Physics. His path to education has been
unorthodox: after working as an engineer for
thirty years at Lily, he transitioned to life as a
teacher.  
      His favorite thing about being a teacher is
when he teaches something and sees that
the students understand the topic. “I like
seeing the light bulb go off in students. It’s
exciting and it makes me feel like I am doing
something for the world.” 

      What Mr. Kramer wants people to learn is
how to think critically about who God is and
who they are in the world he created. “I want
students to understand that they are
unfathomably precious. I want them to learn
about God’s creation and the scientific
evidence of his creation. I also want students
to be pro life and to understand God’s plan
for their lives and to fulfill his plan for them.” 

Mr. Kramer says his greatest experience here
was Spiritual Emphasis Day last year because
the students enjoyed themselves and grew
spiritually. “I loved Spiritual Emphasis Day
because the students were able to learn and
have fun. We had an amazing musical group
that got the students fired up for Christ.” 
Mr Kramer says that being a teacher has
greatly impacted his life and it means a lot to
him. “I’m waking up feeling better  
about who I am. Being a teacher  
makes me feel more hopeful than I  
was being an engineer. Using my  

skills and abilities to help others is a  

great life.” 

 

HOPE IN HELPING

OTHERS
“I’m waking up feeling better about who I
am. Being a teacher makes me feel more
hopeful than I was being an engineer. Using
my skills and abilities to help others is a great
life.” 

      Overall, Mr Kramer is happy with his
career change. He finds joy in helping
students understand God’s creation and
helping students discover what God is calling
them to do. 

A CHAPEL REFLECTION

By Riley Ratliff 
      As you might remember, last week’s
chapel featured Greg Jones, head of student
ministries at Southland Community Church.

He shared the story of his daughter’s
premature birth and young life spent in the
hospital. Not only were there general truths
that we all can apply, but his message spoke
to me in a personal way regarding my future. 

Jones shared in this time by saying “At the
heart of God is life.” This quote to me was
something new, something I have never
heard of. If God created us and at the heart
of God is life then we should live our life as
God’s heart, something pure. The Bible says
in Psalms 36:7 “How precious is your love, O
God! God is essentially love as we know it.       
      I grew up watching my mom go to
nursing school and practice her patient care
on me. I have always had a heart for pediatric
nursing, but the department I wanted to go
into was always a mystery to me. I have
prayed about what God wants me to
specialize in, and during chapel it became
clear to me. As Pastor Jones spoke about his
family’s journey throughout his daughter,
Hallie’s premature birth and health struggles,
I knew what department God wants me to
specialize in. Last week’s chapel was
insightful for me and I hope you got
something out of it too
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the game has you exploring the dark
labyrinth of planet Zebes, on a mission to
hunt down Mother Brain and her four main
cronies - Kraid, a 40 foot tall reptilian
monster resembling a dragon; Phantoon, a
floating squid-like alien with one eye;

Draygon, a giant, flying green shrimp that
shoots grey projectiles at you; and Ridley, a
purple pterodactyl named after film director
Ridley Scott with a razor sharp tail.  
      Metroid’s signature side-scrolling
gameplay helped to inspire an entire genre
of video games called “Metroidvanias.” Core
gameplay mainly consists of exploring
different rooms and small spaces,
discovering items that allow you to go back
to previous places you’ve explored and open
up new passageways to a different part of
Zebes. The sense of exploration in Super
Metroid feels very genuine as you uncover
every single nook and cranny hidden
throughout the different rooms until you
finally make it to the next giant space pirate
to fight. As you progress, you uncover more
abilities and collect different types of space
armor that allow Samus to enter new
locations or blast aliens with more ease. A
lot of these abilities are in the form of suit
enhancements that allow Samus to do
things like scrunch up into a little ball and
squeeze into tight spaces, place bombs to
injure enemies and blow up the floor or wall
to discover a new area, or create a wave of
electricity surrounding your body to stun
aliens every time you jump to the side. Every
boss fight has you utilizing different abilities
in (cont. on page 5) 

By Drew Graves 
      Super Metroid is the third installment
in one of Nintendo’s most iconic
franchises;  Metroid. It was released in 1994
for the Super Nintendo Entertainment
System (SNES) to critical acclaim and is
still considered by many today to be one of
the greatest video games of all time. In
fact, it was called the best game of all time
in 2003’s issue of the gaming magazine
Electronic Gaming Monthly. 

      What’s so special about Super Metroid?

Why does it receive such high acclaim
from critics and maintain a large fanbase
over the course of almost twenty-five
years? Since this video game is not only
beloved by many others, it is one of my all-
time favorites, so I’m going to talk about
what makes this game special and what
makes the entire entertainment medium
of video games so effective as an art form.  

The story of Super Metroid is relatively
simple - you assume the role of a bounty
hunter named Samus Aran who has just
returned from a dangerous mission to
eradicate an entire alien species called
“Metroids,” who has just brought the last
Metroid in the entire species to a space
colony so the scientists there can study the
creature and learn more about its
extraterrestrial  capabilities. Then,

suddenly, a group of space pirates led
by  trails the space pirates’ ship to the
planet Zebes where they have set up their
base. To her dismay, Zebes happens to be
the very same planet where she attempted
to destroy all of the Metroids. The rest of  

SUPER METROID
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“The last Metroid is in captivity...the galaxy is at peace.”
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By Nate Jackson 

      Meme- Noun. a humorous image, video, piece of

text, etc., that is copied (often with slight variations)

and spread rapidly by Internet users. 

      There are a lot of memes out there now, and they

change rapidly. They are one of the most popular

things on the internet, with 1.5 million subscribers to

the reddit meme page. This is your guide to some of

the current mainstream video memes out there.  

Fortnite. This game has officially become a meme.

Don't argue with me. It is. With all the little kids doing

dances, like the default and the floss, in the halls and

squeakers in the chat, it is hard not to fall down that

path at some point . It has begun it's death in the

high school to college crowd as the little kids came

in and is more a meme at this point. It was fun while

it lasted, but the game is dying. However, watching

cringey kids in Fortnite is still a quality time. 

      Shiba memes. This is a tough one. Doge himself is

stale and Gabe the dog has died. They have been

around for a long time. However, dogs are still cute

and most people aren't gonna call them stale. I feel

like they will never really go away. They will become

more niche but people always love animals and so

people will always make them and think they are

cute. 

      Tik Tok. Tik Tok started as Musically except under

a different name. However, it has evolved into much

more. The whole app has just become a meme

format. Now people just get on there to make fun of

those who take it seriously. Almost all the current

memes came from there, but they are kinda hit or

miss.  

      They did surgery on a grape. This was never good.

It is dead, but it was never alive and people quote it

way too much. Stop talking about the grape! The

actual surgery is pretty cool, but it shouldn’t be a

meme. Maybe because it isn't funny. 

MEMES: A BRIEF

REVIEW

...Samus’ arsenal and relying on strategy
instead of brute force to provide for some
entertaining, memorable, and unique
encounters with the different bosses. 
The look and feel of Super Metroid is nearly
unmatched, with its interesting color
scheme and beautifully intricate pixel art
and animations. This game is certainly one
of the best looking games on the SNES,

and still retains a lot of style after all this
time with its cool sci-fi visuals. With Super
Metroid, Nintendo pushed their own
console to its absolute limit in order to
create incentive for other developers to
make their games look as good and play as
well. Planet Zebes has multiple different
areas, with some areas dripping lava and
others being completely underwater, but
they all feel interconnected by the game’s
now signature look and feel.  
      Finally, The music of this game is
sometimes subtle and sometimes very
distinct but always extremely well-
composed and totally intentional. The
score’s main goal seems to be to create a
certain type of atmosphere to suit the
creepy, claustrophobic feel that Super
Metroid’s visuals and gameplay give off,
and it does so exceedingly well. The way
the game combines the ambience of
planet Zebes with soft or harsh
instrumentals fits the tone of the game so
well yet also provides for a great
experience as you continue to explore the
game’s world. I have never played any
other video game with a soundtrack that
captures as pure a feeling of isolation and
imminent danger as Super Metroid. I
recommend going and listening to a few
songs from the soundtrack on YouTube
just to understand what I mean. 

      Overall, Super Metroid is truly a
fantastic video game and definitely
deserves its spot in the video game hall of
fame. It’s a perfect example of how video
games can be an art form unlike any other.
They have their own way of immersing the
people who play it more so than a movie
or TV show can, and with the combined
elements of music and aesthetics it can
make for an irreplaceable experience.  

SUPER METROID

(CONT.)
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By Morgan Haynes 

      I love Christmas. It is the best time of year

by far, and one of the best parts is watching

Christmas movies. These are some of my very

favorites, that you need to check out.  

First, my very favorite Christmas movie ever has

to be "Elf." Made in 2003, this movie is about a

human (Will Ferrell) raised by Santa’s elves that

goes on a journey to look for his father. Buddy

the “human-elf” tries to fit in with the crazy life

of New York City. Elf has my family and me

laughing everytime we watch it, and it never

gets old!  

      Another story that audiences love is "How

the Grinch Stole Christmas." With three

renditions and a musical, this Dr. Seuss classic

has warmed hearts through the grumpy green

monster since 1957. This movie follows the story

of the mean, old grinch who hates Christmas.

In fact, he hates it so much that he decides to

steal all of the Christmas presents and

decorations on Christmas Eve. Illumination

released another cartoon version to this film on

November 9, 2018, and you should definitely go

watch it.  

      Although the last movie on my top three list

is not one that many people have heard of, it

has been one of my favorites for years. "The

Search for Santa Paws" is about a bunch of girls

from a foster home that finds Santa’s dog and

their journey about finding Santa and getting

him back to the North Pole. It is a very cute

movie for kids of all ages, and it’s available on

Netflix.  

      There all kinds of great Christmas movies

out there. This season view some new-to-you

films; you might just find a new favorite! 

 

CHRISTMAS FLIX-MAS
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DECK THE HALLS:

CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS

By SaraKate Wells 

      I don’t know about you, but I absolutely love

Christmas. The snow, the movies, the presents…

well, mostly just the presents. I have lots of fun

Christmas traditions too, such as opening one

present on Christmas Eve, watching "Elf" the

night before, and so on and so forth. I realize I

can’t be the only one who does fun things, so I

decided to interview some students at GCA

about their favorite Christmas traditions.  

      “My favorite Christmas tradition is probably

going to Canada to be with my family,” said Zach

Knauss, a sophomore at GCA. Freshman Alayna

Boyer said, “My grandpa always reads the story of

Jesus’ birth.” Maggie Booher, another freshman,

said her favorite Christmas tradition is, “Waking

up in the morning and hanging out with my

family.” Tim (I won’t attempt to spell his last

name, but you all know who I’m talking about), a

senior, kept his answer short and simple, “Eating.”

Teachers and staff members also have some

favorite traditions. Mrs. Burch, a high school

science teacher at GCA said, “I always love going

to a church that has a candlelight service on

Christmas Eve.” Mrs. Weeks, the guidance

counselor and a teacher at GCA said, “My favorite

Christmas tradition is when all the girls in our

family get together and we just bake cookies all

day long.” 

      So it seems to me that everyone has their

own fun traditions with their family. Whether it’s

telling stories or visiting family, we all love to

celebrate in our own special way. Merry

Christmas, ya filthy animals! 
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"Look! The virgin will conceive a child! She will give birth to a son,

and they will call him Emmanuel, which means 'God is with us.'" 

Matthew 1:23 

 

Another semester has come and gone, and as Christmas beckons

through the gauntlet of final exams, let us take time to reflect on

the real miracle of Christmas (besides finishing that paper ten

minutes before class):  Emmanuel, "God with us." For each of us, this

semester has been a mix of joy and sorrow, pain and healing,

laughter and tears. New friendships are formed while old ones fade;

life-giving ideas are discovered in one class while we barely stay

afloat in another; we hit our confident stride one day then are

shipwrecked the next.  

 

In all things, it is comforting to know that Emmanuel walks with us:

through the halls of GCA, on the basketball court and the stage, at

the lunch room with friends and in our moments of solitude at

home. The same God who became a human to share in our

experience intimately knows the roller-coaster ride of growing into

maturity, of managing relationships and responsibility, obedience

and freedom. This Christmas, enter again into the greatest story

every told, the story of the God who became man, the King who

took his throne in a stable then later on a cross, the Man of Sorrows

who offers unspeakable Joy. Enter again into the story of

Emmanuel, "God with us." 

 

Merry Christmas~ 

The Journalism Team


